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The last day was marked by moderate intensity military actions. Sporadic shellings and
firefights were observed at the Donetsk Airport and Spartak. 

Then clashes with usage of artillery and mortars started at the Stannica Luganskaya and
Schastie. The settlement of Raevka was shelled by Ukrainian battle tanks. An electric power
substation was damaged, there is no electricity in the settlement now.

At the evening Ukrainian military started to shell the settlement of Spartak and the DPR
capital from the direction of Vodyanoe-Opitnoe.

Ukrainian forces at Granitnoe and Chermalik shelled shelled Telmanovo. An important fact,
that pro-Kiev militants used MLRS Grad at Chermalik.

Gorlovka also came under Ukrainian fire. The activity of Kiev military was fixed at Dzerjinsk.

In the night, Lugansk was shelled by artillery based at the Kiev-controlled settlemment of
Olhovka. The clash reportedly was going at the Lugansk suburbs.

Yesterday,  Ukrainian  military  confirmed  its  loses  at  the  fight  at  the  Mariupol  sector.
According to the report, 19 militants were killed and 30 injured during their attempt to
advacne to the DPR territory.
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